
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an UI software engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for UI software engineer

Should show evidence of ability to learn quickly
Design/develop and deliver solutions for core infrastructure for a consistent
Policy management and Rest API layer for Storage offerings
Work on the presentation layer changes as a member of larger, cross
functional and agile enabled product team
Understand product features, review and provide feedback on requirements
and design assets prior to commencing work
Work with agile teams to provide sizing and effort estimates
Ensure code implementation is optimal and compliant with best practices of
UI and object-oriented design through peer review and adherence to best
practices
Develop unit, component and system tests to develop code that is
automatically and continuously tested
Experience with static and runtime code analysis tools to analyze and
improve code quality, performance and security aspects
Implement new features as described by requirements, learning from
field/customer experiences and adopting the continuous improvement
process
Understand various security aspects in software development and ensure
product is developed with robust security

Qualifications for UI software engineer

Example of UI Software Engineer Job Description
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Leverage real time user behavior data, predictive science and A/B testing to
better understand our customers, fostering a community of trust to
incrementally increase conversion, and have direct revenue impact from
delivered code
Share your work with your peers in our bi-weekly meetup and participate in
our Internal Open Source by delivering high quality code that levels up not
only your team but the entire organization
Endless opportunities to grow your career the way you want
HTML5, CSS3, and a CSS Pre/Postprocessor experience
Experience designing, implementing deploying and maintaining enterprise
level distributed systems
Experience in Java 1.6 or above


